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This study analyses about the gestures and body languages of the movie characters that reflect certain moral values of humanity in animation movie WALL-E by Disney-Pixar Studios. This final project is aimed at finding the gestures and body languages of the animation movie characters; finding out the way those gestures and body languages reflects humanity; and determining the humanity values that were reflected by gestures and body languages.

The writer uses descriptive qualitative analysis. The data of the study are in the form of words, pictures, sentences, dialogues, explicit utterance as well as implicit utterance. They are gathered by watching the movie, reading the movie script, identifying, inventorizing, juxtaposing, classifying, simplifying, and selecting technique. To analyze all question, supporting data are reduced by 10%. Therefore, there are 27 data supporting the first question, 9 data supporting the second question and 7 data supporting the third question to be analyzed. The analysis is done by means of several techniques including tabling, exposing, explaining and interpreting.

The analysis result in several findings. First, there are quite a few gestures and body languages in WALL-E movie. Second, those gestures and body languages reflect some moral values of humanity. Third, the moral values of humanity reflected by gestures and body languages of the movie characters are caring, compassion, protecting others, helping each others, politeness, happiness, respect, loving, friendships and honesty.

On the basis of the conclusions, several suggestions can be offered. First, the readers should know more about gestures and body languages when communicating. Second, they should know the idea of humanity and how to show it because humanity is an important thing that we need in our lives.